ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS TO INVITING PARTY:
1. Travelling.
Payment of DJ’s round-trip traveling expenses. Mode of transport shall be negotiated at more detailed
consideration of your offer.
• For cities requiring visa entry in their territories the organizers of the event shall without fail provide
DJ with a visa.
• Exception to this rule applies where DJ has valid visa for entry in the territory of one of another
country.
• Tickets shall be purchased and sent by the event organizers in advance (not later than 2 weeks
before the event target date).
2. Remuneration.
There are 2 variants of payment of DJ 5UGAR’s remuneration.
• 100% shall be paid at least 1 week before the event target date.
• 50% shall be paid at least 2 weeks before the event target date. The remaining 50% shall be paid
upon DJ’s arrival in the event city prior to his performance. In case of failure to provide payment
DJ’s performance will be cancelled! Advanced payment of 50% shall not be returned to the
organizers and will be considered as a forfeit.
• the sum of remuneration is: the remuneration amount shall be discussed on a case-by-case basis
for 90 minute set (additional set time shall be negotiated separately according to the shared desire
of the client and the contractor).
3. Accommodation.
Hotel (room starting from 4 stars).
4. Food.
DJ shall be provided with three meals daily throughout the whole period of his stay in the city of the
event.
5. Alcohol and so on.
Whiskey Jameson 1 l, Ice, Apple juice 1 l, Red Bull 2 pcs. Shisha (if available).
6. Meeting at the airport or stations.
The inviting party shall without fail meet DJ at the airport (at stations) as well as to accompany him to the
airport (station) at the end of his stay in the city of the event.
7. DJ’s security.
The inviting party shall secure safety of health and property of DJ throughout his stay in the event city as
well as during his performance. In case if DJ suffers any losses related to damage to his property or
harm to his health the organizers shall pay monetary compensation. The sum of compensation will
depend on the loss caused.
8. Force-majeure.
DJ 5UGAR shall not bear any responsibility for any delays of flights through the fault of air companies,
trains delays, vehicle breakdown as well as for circumstances of insuperable force, whether they are
earthquakes, floods etc.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS TO INVITING PARTY:
The appropriate performance of DJ requires a set of DJ equipment.
The set of equipment shall include the following items:
DJ CD players (2 pcs.), PIONEER CDJ-900 Nexus or CDJ-2000 Nexus.
Sound mixing console PIONEER DJM-900(2000) Nexus
2 active audio-monitors at least 300W each.
Place for laptop computer and 2 sockets in good order.
All equipment shall be in good order and fit for work. In case of failure to comply with this
requirement DJ shall not bear any responsibility for the equipment working efficiency hereunder!!!

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Any recording of DJ’s work to any media (MINI-DISC, COMPACT-DISC, CASSETTE, COMPUTER,
MP3-PLAYER ETC.) without DJ’s express permission is STRICTLY prohibited!!! In case of permit for
recording issued by DJ personally the release of such records in any media without DJ’s express
permit is STRONGLY forbidden!!!

All remaining issues and details shall be negotiated during more detailed consideration of your offer. Hope
for mutual successful and long-term cooperation!
Contacts:
Mail: getsugarmusic@gmail.com
Tel.: +77017776531

